Sacred Geometry bulletin for March 2007:
===================================================
1) The Geometry Code Screensaver/Meditation Tool now available!
2) SGDS and 2007 Martineau Solar System calendars available at Lulu.com
3) Check out my blog! ... Now updated daily! :-)
4) Websites of interest
5) Events of interest:
===================================================
1) The Geometry Code Screensaver/Meditation Tool now available!
Mika Feinberg and I just finished a collaboration we started last fall on a
Screensaver/Meditation Tool called The Geometry Code. The Windows version is
available NOW, and the Macintosh version will be available in a few days. Hooray!!! :-)
We're both quite pleased with the results and imagine you will be too! I've posted
details on my new website:
http://www.geometrycode.com
Here's an excerpt from the text I wrote for the new web page:
The popularity of videos such as "What The Bleep" and "The Secret" indicates
that humankind is
longing to remember the truths, laws, principles and wisdom that is Universal,
Timeless, Eternal,
Omnipresent, Unchanging, and Natural.
There's no secret that the wisdom of these principles resides eternally within the
heart of each soul and each atom in the Universe ...
(There's not much on the new website yet except the home page, but I will be adding a
lot more soon, and I wanted to let everyone know that the long-awaited screensaver is
available now! The new website will be expanding rapidly over the next few weeks...)
Soon, the companion book, "The Geometry Code" will be available (my muse is
working overtime :-)
I wrote a short booklet for the screensaver explaining the significance of each of the
geometric symbols, which beautifully represent and illustrate the seven Hermetic
Laws of Nature, and are documented in the book, The Kybalion. These will be
expanded upon in The Geometry Code book in even greater detail.
Mika also has created several other exquisite screensaver/mediation tools which

highlight crop circles (Sacred Gaiametry), mystical symbols of various cultures, such
as Hanta Yo (Native American), and (Tao & Dharma) oriental mandalas, etc. For a
sample of LightSOURCE, the original screensaver (partly inspired by Sacred
Geometry Design Sourcebook), see the top of my links page:
http://www.intent.com/bruce/links.html
===================================================
2) Sacred Geometry Design Sourcebook now available direct from Lulu.com !!!
http://www.lulu.com/content/583170
2007 Calendars of "Solar System Geometries Per Martineau"
-- still good for 2007! Hey, there's still 10 months left in 2007! :-)
http://www.lulu.com/content/517309
http://www.lulu.com/content/521213
The "Solar System Geometries Per Martineau" zazzle prints (all the way up to 78" x 52"
at 100dpi),
greeting cards and fully customizable apparel are still available, too, in case you like a
particular image:
http://www.intent.com/posters/Martineau/index.html
*See my Events page for current exhibits of some of the giclée prints in southern
Oregon here:
http://www.intent.com/events/
===================================================
3) Check out my blog! ... Now updated daily!
http://www.brucerawles.com
Here's a quick list of recent topics I've uploaded posts about:
Ivan Najera - great latin guitar!
Sacred Geometry - Polyhedra Models
Klamath Basin National Wildlife Refuge
Conversations With God - DVD
Support Human Caring for Earth's Climate
An Inconvenient Truth - Digital Download version!
A little cosmic perspective for humility ... and not taking things too seriously!
Kudos for the Holoenergetic Healing work of Dr. Leonard Laskow
Visionary Activist: Caroline Casey
U.S. vs. John Lennon
Neat videos
Response to Pendulum Query - Harmonograph
Alex Grey's Visionary Artwork
Interesting RVML presentations - Catherine J. Larkin & Carl Marsak

Hedgehog Concept Trinity re-framed
Ashland Chocolate Festival & Dagoba of Ashland
2nd Annual Northwest Labyrinth Gathering - May 18-20, 2007
Healing with Love by Dr. Leonard Laskow
The Silent Gospel by James Andrew Barrett
===================================================
4) Websites of interest:
More Amazon aStore pages are now online ... and growing daily! The movies, books,
music, etc. that have inspired me the most over the past few decades are assembled
here! Any purchases help support us through affiliate revenue, regardless of what you
purchase from Amazon. If you're going to buy there any way, please consider using
this link to support our efforts. THANKS!
http://astore.amazon.com/intent-20
Thanks to both Glen & James for pointing out this neat article on the advanced math
of Islamic Art:
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/02/27/science/27math.htmlex=1173243600&en=d2636
54a34a4a600&ei=5070&emc=eta1
Here's a press release for geometry enthusiasts from Robert Webb:
(looks like a great update for this interesting looking software; another enticement to
get an Intel-based Mac, I suppose)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------I just released version 4.0 of Stella, plus a new product called
Stella4D. It includes everything from Great Stella, but also includes
support for 4D polytopes! Watch a tesseract (4D cube) undergoing 4D rotation.
Watch 3D cross-sections of 4D polytopes animating as the slicing hyperplane cuts
deeper and deeper. All 1849 known uniform 4D polychora are included, plus more! :-)
Home page:
http://web.aanet.com.au/robertw/Stella.html
Get the demo of Stella4D here:
http://web.aanet.com.au/robertw/Downloads.html
See a bunch of screenshots, including animated ones, here:
http://web.aanet.com.au/robertw/ScreenShots.html
===================================================
5) Events of interest:
How Then Do I Heal? - The Heart of Healing Conference - March 24 & 25, 2007
Sacramento, CA
How Mind-Body-Energy Medicine and Science are changing the way we heal.
Belleruth Naparstek, LISW, Bill Buchholz, MD, Susan Buchholz, Ph.D., Mimi Guarneri,
MD, Alberto Villoldo, Ph.D., Carol Ritberger, Ph.D., and Eric Pearl, DC, clarify “HOW

THEN DO I HEAL?” This 2-day conference includes interactive panel discussions with
the master teachers.
Contact Suzie Daggett, 530-265-9255 or listen to podcast and read more at
www.insightjourneys.com
===================================================
As always, please send any interesting items about sacred geometry or
related interests (since everything is interrelated! Thanks for your interest & support! :)

